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Both slave narratives, of course. And great narratives they are, but it still pigeonholes African-American
literature, and clearly there is a much larger wealth of it out there, as this book already over 40 years old
demonstrates. Particularly strong are the opening fiction and autobiography sections, though the poetry section
also has some highlights. It has definitely made me want to read more from some of the authors selected for
this worthwhile anthology. I felt that this book gave a lot of insight to a few of the top authors of that time. I
am looking to purchase a copy. Feb 18, Jenn rated it it was amazing I have repurchased so many copies of this
book that it is unreal. I read it over and over until it is literally a set of pages with no binding. This has been
going on since I was around maybe 7 or 8. I am now Dec 28, Sheila Rocha rated it it was amazing This is by
far my favorite compilation of American poetry and prose. From Robert Hayden to Gwendolyn Brooks and
more Black Voices, edited by Abraham Chapman, presents prominent and groundbreaking short stories,
poetry, autobiographies, and literary criticism by African Americans. As I digested the works within, I was
given a renewed understanding of the plight of African Americans in the United States. A key passage
connected African American expressions to origins of the shackles of slavery: Perhaps this means the painful
degradation of African Americans places them firmly in the roots of the country U. Such a history belongs in
classrooms and given the equal focus of white history and literature. Black Voices is a valuable resource. I
read it in high school and recently purchased it to keep in my personal library. I read through it again and got
even more satisfaction than I did as a teen. Feb 18, Bernadette rated it it was amazing Excellent anthology of
the best of African American writers of the 20th century.
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The collection offers substantial but not overwhelming selections from the 47 poets who have served and
continue to serve in the only official position for an artist in United States. Perhaps with a mind to easing
readers into our official poetic past, Schmidt has organized the anthology in reverse chronological order: She
begins with W. The work of every laureate is deftly introduced by a short, succinct biographical essay that
describes his or her intellectual and aesthetic temperament. This is an accomplished crowd, certainly, if by and
large, a rather safe, rather white, rather male crowd. Of course, the institution of the national laureate has a
long history of not always picking one for the ages. A classic example of this from across the pond: Cibber
became the poet laureate of England during the reign of George II. Have you ever heard of Colley Cibber?
Which is to say that you may find a Cibber or two of your own among the members of this anthology. Sounds
rather grand and magicalâ€”but also, perhaps, a little ridiculous or impossible too. And, indeed, American
laureates have never been required to write odes or hymns on state occasions as British laureates still are
â€”though some have chosen to put their poetic shoulders to the wheel of state: As for the poetry, there are a
lot of old favorites here: Eclipse â€”and they say poetry is dead! These poems prompt the old question of
whether and when and how politics and poetry should intersect and the nice thing about an anthology is that
you get to decide for yourself. These poems give the anthology an approachable aspect: They are teaching
poems, poems that are simultaneously poems and instructions on how to read poetryâ€”and how not to: As
Collins and Josephine Jacobsen both explain, you have to let the poem have its way with you not the other
way around. Not among the American laureates at least, not all of themâ€”a few have not aged well. Norton in
association with the Library of Congress. Become a member today.
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On this particular March day in , Theodore Facepaint, who was nine years old, agreed to do a parody. With
hand balanced on hip and the left leg slightly in front of the right, my newly found friend positioned himself
on Sand Hill before turning to face the hazy afternoon sun. This was a pose we had become familiar with:
When I projected the image of the color 35 mm slide onto the wall last week I remembered the sense of mirth
in which it was taken. Yet somewhere slightly north of where we were clowning around, Grandmother was
uprooting medicinal roots from the sandy soil and placing them inside her flower-patterned apron pockets to
thaw out. Twenty-nine years later, if I look long enough, existential symbols are almost detectable. The
direction of the fiery sun in descent, for example, is considered the Black Eagle Child Hereafter. Could I be
seeing too much? Past the west and into the Grandfather World? When I look closely at the background of the
Indian Dam belowâ€”the horizontal line of water that runs through the trees and behind Tedâ€”I also know
that Liquid Lake with its boxcar-hopping light is nearby. For Ted and his Well-Off Man Church, the comets
landed on the crescent-shaped beach and lined themselves up for a ritualistic presentation. For Jane Ribbon, a
mute healer, a seal haunted this area. But further upriver is where the ancient deer hunter was offered
immortality by three goddesses. While the latter story of our geographic genesis is fragmented, obscuring and
revealing itself as a verisimilitude, it is important. Ted and I often debated what we would have done had we
been whisked through a mystical doorway to a subterranean enclave. Ted, unlike the ancient hunter who
turned down paradise, would have acceptedâ€” and the tribe never would have flexed its newborn spotted
wings. But the question being asked today is, Have we kept anything? Our history, like the earth with its
abundant medicines, Grandmother used to say, is unfused with ethereality. In me, in Ted, and everyone.
Stories then, like people, are subject to change. More so under adverse conditions. They are also indicators of
our faithfulness. She was also attuned to the fact that for generations our grandparents had wept unexpectedly
for those of us caught in the blinding stars of the future. Mythology, in any tribal-oriented society, is a crucial
element. Without it, all else is jeopardized with becoming untrue. Most fabled among the warnings is the one
that forecasts the advent of our land-keeping failures. Many felt this began last summer when a whirlwind
abruptly ended a tribal celebration. From the north in the shape of an angry seagull it swept up dust. At the last
second the whirlwind changed direction, going toward the tribal recreation complex. Imperiled, the people
within the circus tent- like structure could only watch as the panels flapped crazily. A week later, my family
said the destruction was attributable to the gambling hall, which was the actual point of weakness of the tribe
itself. Which is to say the hill where a bronze-eyed Ted once stood is under threat of impermanence. By
allowing people who were not created by the Holy Grandfather to lead us we may cease to own what Ted saw
on the long-ago day. They have forgotten that their own grandparents arrived here under a Sacred Chieftain.
This geography is theirs nonetheless. In spite of everything that we are not, this crown of hills resembles lone
islands amid an ocean of corn, soybean fields, and low-lying fog. It is on this road where Ted and I walked. It
is on this road where Ted met a pack of predators. Ted and I were fourth graders at Weeping Willow
Elementary. Nine years later, in , a passenger train took us to Southern California for college. It proved to be a
lonely place where winter appeared high atop the San Gabriel Mountains on clear days. Spanish-influenced
building styles, upper-middle- class proclivities, and the arid climate had a subtle asphyxiating effect. My
supper would consist of tamales and cold shrimp salad instead of boiled squirrel with flour dumplings. In a
wide valley where a smoke- and smog-darkened night came early, the family album possessed its own
shimmery light. A visual record of family and childhood friends. Ted and I transforming, separating. During
the first Christmas break in which we headed back to the Black Eagle Child Settlement, Ted froze me in
celluloid: Ted and I, like statues, are held captive in photographic moments. As the earth spins, however, the
concrete mold disintegrates, foundation of who we are not. Ray Young Bear featured essay.
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